GAME COMPONENTS

To use this Cash is King expansion set, you’ll need a copy of the Worker Placement
base game. This expansion can accommodate 6-8 players and contains:

106 Cards
• 52 Business cards (16 Worker, 20 Skill,

39 Wooden Skill Cubes/Tokens
• 24 Skill cubes – 6 of each type
• 9 employee worker tokens (meeples)
• 3 Cash tokens
• 3 Thumb tokens
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GAME SET-UP AND OTHER PLAY DIFFERENCES
Unless otherwise noted, use the rules presented in the base game when setting up and playing Worker Placement.
When playing with up to five players, use the Player Order cards from the base game as instructed. When playing with more players, add in
the Player Order cards numbered 1.5 (for 6 players), 1.5 and 2.5 (for 7 players), or 1.5 and 2.5 and 3.5 (for 8 players).
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ACTION 2: REVEAL NEW JOBS

When playing with 6-8 players, additional Job cards will be placed at the blue triangles at the top edge of the game board at the Job Centre.

ACTION 5: PLACE WORKERS

When placing meeples on game board buildings with 6-8 players, a player reduces his or her Cash Track position by a number of spaces equal
to one less than the number of meeples already at the specific building (ie. no cost for the first two meeples placed at the building each round).

NEW BUSINESS CARDS

The Cash is King expansion introduces three new types of Business cards: Double Skills, Exclusive Contracts, and Buildings. At the beginning
of the game, the player group collectively decides whether they want to shuffle all of the new Business cards into the deck from the base
game to make a single large deck, or instead only use some of them (for example, including Buildings but excluding Exclusive Contracts).

BUILDING CARDS

DOUBLE SKILL CARDS

These cards function in the exact same way as
regular Skill cards but these enhanced cards
provide two Skill requirements (as indicated)
when filling a Job instead of just one.

EXCLUSIVE CONTRACT CARDS
Play these cards at the Career Consultants
building as you would a Management card.
By attaching an Exclusive Contract to any
available Job card, you become the only player
who can fill that Job. The only drawback is that
until you do fill the exclusive Job, none of your
workers can fill any other Jobs. Once you have
filled the exclusive Job, you must discard the
Exclusive Contract card.
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Play these cards at the Career Consultants building
as you would a Management card, keeping them
face up near you at the edge of the game board.
These special cards act as off-board building spaces
that other players can select with their meeples
during Action 5: Place Workers. The benefit a player
gains for sending a meeple to these buildings is
indicated near the top of the card, along with the benefit the player
who owns the Building card then receives. Only one meeple can be
placed on each Building card each round, but the owner of a Building
card cannot place his or her own meeples there.
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At the beginning of each round before Action 1, all players must pay
rent for their Building cards by reducing their Cash Track positions
by a number of spaces equal to the number of their Building cards in
play. Should a player not wish to pay the $1 rent for one or more of
his or her Building cards, those cards are immediately discarded.
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